Software Developer Position Available

**Required skills:**

- Java or C# or C++
- Unix / Linux
- Learn quickly
- Desire to learn about financial markets

**Useful skills:**

- Prior interest in financial markets / trading.
- SQL
- Prior interest in writing highly concurrent systems.
- Prior interest in machine intelligence / AI / computational neuroscience.
- Prior interest / experience in writing code optimised for low latency.

**What kind of work will you be getting exposure to?**

We write algorithmic trading systems, accounting systems and various other software systems related to financial markets, and we are expanding our product offering to offer Intelligent algorithms for tracking and exploiting market trends.

**Salary:** Negotiable depending on your level of skill. (If you are doing honours, we could consider mornings only)

We are an equal opportunity employer – we do not discriminate on gender, race, religion, age, sexual orientation or any other factor except for your ability to do the job.

**Call Adrian:**

083 260 4034